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Upcoming events with
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe, and
live Adamus channels.
For more information go to:
www.crimsoncircle.com/events

EVENTS
January 7, 2012
Monthly Meeting (Shoud)
Golden, United States
February 4, 2012
Monthly Meeting (Shoud)
Golden, Colorado, United States
February 10 -12, 2012
Going Beyond the Mind
Medellin, Colombia
March 11-16, 2012 – Sold Out
Kauai Advanced Sexual Energy
Kauai, United States
March 17 -18, 2012
Harmony Integration
with Gerhard & Einat (Yoham)
Kauai, Hawaii

More info coming soon for:
Mysteries of Love Tour - France - April
Living Ascension - USA - June
DreamWalker Life - USA - July
New Energy Conference - Vienna - September
Mystery School - near Vienna - September

Click for more information on Events
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The Evolution of Adamus
By Geoffrey Hoppe

There’s nothing quite like Adamus Saint-Germain. I say that from the
perspective of having channeled Tobias for 10 years, and having worked with
many other channelers during the past 12 years.
Since his first appearance with the Crimson Circle in February 2005, Adamus
has developed a reputation for being direct, outrageous, challenging and
perhaps a bit arrogant. He’s stated that he only wants to work with humans who
are serious about their spiritual enlightenment, and has even gone so far as to
suggest that people go somewhere else if this isn’t the most important thing in
their lives. (And some have.)
Adamus is a far cry from the gentler, closed-eyed Tobias. As he walks around
the room eliciting audience participation it’s hard for people to drift into the
“zone.” He’s known to use some four-letter words, drink a glass of wine, take
articles of clothing from audience members and hand out (my) money. As I’ve
mention often, it took me about six months to learn to appreciate Adamus’ style.
Even now there are times when he pushes my comfort level.
But recently Adamus has gone from “in-your-face” to “in-your heart.” He’s
still outrageous, but I noticed a change this past summer during the Advanced
SES workshop in Munich. It continued to evolve during the France trip and
German book tour in October, and then especially during our time in Egypt. It
came to a truly noticeable point at the DreamWalker Life School in Frankfurt
earlier this month.
Some would say that Adamus is mellower, perhaps even soft. In a thread
on the Crimson Circle message board one person commented that Adamus’
messages seem “extra light” and that it felt like his energy was being “stifled.”
I had to chuckle a bit because I also remember the volume of emails I have
received claiming that Adamus was over-the-top with his antics.
I’m having more fun than ever working with Adamus because I felt a huge
shift in Shaumbra this summer. The Shouds, of course, are a reflection of us,
and I feel that we have moved beyond processing and learning into the more
expansive realms of experiencing. Adamus’ message contain less lecture and
more experience. They are less linear than ever before as evidenced in his
propensity for subject-hopping. He’ll start talking about one thing, then divert
to something else, then come back to the original subject (or not) because
he’s trying to get us used to multi-dimensional living and learning. During the
channel I can “see” him deliberately bouncing around – and watching to see
who’s keeping up.
DreamWalker Life in Frankfurt (December 2 – 4) is the perfect example of
Continued next page
Back to Index
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The Evolution of Adamus - continued from previous page

GOING BEYOND
THE MIND:
A SPECIAL TWODAY WORKSHOP
WITH ADAMUS
SAINT-GERMAIN

Adamus’ (and our) evolution. It was three amazing days of insightful messages,
humor, music and experiences. Instead of hours of lectures the weekend was
filled with memorable experiences. He took us through numerous “merabhs,”
a name he used for a brief time for making large shifts of consciousness. It
consists of making a choice and then allowing it to happen without pressure
or force. For instance, we did a merahb about evolving our perception about
past lives. We took a deep breath, followed by music with Yoham, and just let
it happen.
In Egypt and Frankfurt he organized the “Adamus Theatre.” It was hilarious
and profound on both occasions. Adamus had Linda pick audience members to
play specific roles and then let the action begin. The audience interacted with
cheering, jeering and laughter. It was one of the most amazing creations I’ve
ever experienced at a spiritual gathering because it brought the energy of the
room to life.

Medellin, Colombia
February 10-12, 2012
Yendo más allá de la Mente.
Un Taller especial de 3 días con
Adamus Saint Germain
Medellín, Colombia
Febrero del 10 al 12, 2012
In this special workshop Adamus will
talk about how the human brain and
mind are seeking to go beyond their
limitations, how to unlock the sacred
creative intelligence, how to release the
mental/emotional stress that has built
up within us, and how to effectively use
the integrated Body of Consciousness
in the New Energy. The workshop
will include specific exercises and
experiences led by Adamus.

Another memorable experience occurred in Egypt when Adamus took to
the stage the first night on the deck of the boat. He immediately noticed that
there was not a row down the center of the chairs so he could walk through
the audience. So he gave clear instructions: Create a row of a specific width,
without any talking or gesturing, in less than one minute. I was sure that the
group of 108 Shaumbra would be doomed for failure, but lo and behold, in less
than one minute and without a single peep, the aisle miraculously appeared.
Adamus’ point was simple: Get out of your head, close your mouth and let it
happen. Brilliant!
The combination of Adamus’ messages, live music from Yoham and the
audience’s active participation made the Frankfurt DreamWalker Life school
a standard for future workshops. It was the perfect Shaumbra recipe for a
spiritual gathering, and it would be hard for me (and perhaps for the Frankfurt
attendees) to ever go back to the typical Channeler-in-the-Chair lecture format.
Adamus is truly talking with us, not at us, and he admits he’s having more fun
now than in any ancient mystery school or secret society of the past.

En este Taller especial Adamus
hablará acerca de cómo el cerebro y
la mente humana están buscando ir
más allá de sus limitaciones, de cómo
abrir la inteligencia creativa sagrada,
de cómo liberar el estrés mental/
emocional que se ha generado dentro
de nosotros y cómo usar eficazmente
el Cuerpo de Consciencia Integrado
en la Nueva Energía. El Taller incluye
ejercicios y experiencias específicas
dirigidas por Adamus.
Click for more information
Back to Index
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The Evolution of Adamus - continued from previous page

One could say that Shaumbra has evolved beyond the classroom, and that
Adamus is matching the consciousness. The gatherings are now on a peer
level, filled with interaction and experience. In Frankfurt there were still plenty
of tears and insightful moments, but these moments were also surrounded by
outrageous laughter, audience participation and incredible music.

“TO THE
VISIONARIES”
SHOUD RECAP VIDEO
(Click image to view)

Click here to enjoy the recap video for
the November Shoud with Adamus,
titled “To the Visionaries.”

This is not to say that Adamus has given up the in-your-face moments, but they
tend to occur during the workshops rather than during the monthly webcasts. In
Egypt one man was pulled from the audience and grilled by Adamus for what
seemed like an eternity. The entire room was filled with tension, anxiety and
suspense – everyone was on the edge of their seats waiting for resolution, which
took a long time to come. During the Question/Answer session in Frankfurt
Adamus brought a man up on the front stage (even though he had not asked
a question) and dressed him down about an issue in the man’s life. Adamus
kept asking if he was ready to release this issue and move on in his life. As you
could imagine, with all that pressure the man had a hard time giving a definitive
answer, so Adamus kept pursuing. The energy in the room sizzled and popped
because everyone had great empathy for this man, relating it to the unreleased
issues in their own lives.
We’ve come a long way in a few short years as evidenced by how the
gatherings have changed. They’ve become very experiential, very practical
and far beyond the old days of processing. Adamus continues to amaze me
with his masterful way of working with us as integrated humans – no longer as
students. Some have a hard time with his methods because it’s not the typical
holier-than-thou spiritual fare, but I find it insightful, entertaining and real. But
then, he’s just channeling an amazing group of renegades and pirates who sail
under the silken banner of Shaumbra.

Adamus talks about the conditions
of a changing planet, and how we,
as conscious awakened humans, can
contribute to creating the new world
by being visionaries for ourselves.
Click here to watch the recap video
Click here to read, watch or listen to
the entire Shoud.

Back to Index
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egypt, egypt, egypt!
By Marisa Calvi – Crimson Circle Teacher

“Welcome back”
Those were the words that greeted me as I walked into the hotel in Cairo to
begin my tour of Egypt with the Crimson Circle. I thought the doorman must have
mistaken me for someone else but I found out that this is a common greeting in
Egypt, regardless of whether if it is your first or hundredth visit. I soon understood
it completely.
Egypt called me back. I had written a book with Kuthumi about his time as
Pharaoh Thutmose and as I wrote, he took me there. He showed me the beauty
of the temples, the order of life, and the majesty of the land. I knew I had to see it in
person, so when Crimson Circle announced their third tour of Egypt I decided to be
part of it.

Another way to share who you are!
This clear vinyl sticker can be applied
to the inside of your car window, or
any other transparent glass surface.
The “front” side is sticky to adhere,
although the back side can “cling” if
slightly moistened.
Give a couple to yourself, and more
to your friends!
Size – 5” round
Price - $5 each
Click to order Shaumbra Decals

When I did arrive it was to a very different Egypt than Kuthumi had shown me!
Sure the beautiful temples were there, but now in a very different state with many
wilfully damaged during the Greek and Roman periods. And the order of life that
the ancients knew was now being thrown into the wind as Egypt prepared for the
first democratic elections in over 30 years. With modern buildings crumbling and
garbage piled through many of the streets, it is easy to see why the Egyptian people
want change.
The majesty of the land was there in all its glory though and we experienced this
in many ways – driving through it, flying over it or cruising on the Nile. The land was
always there like an anchor, reminding us of how beautiful Egypt is.
Over this backdrop was the experience – and I have to be honest, putting it into
words seems almost impossible. Each day was its own adventure. Most days we
would be up before the sun to make our way to a site. We would hear its history and
some mythology from Hassan, our Egyptologist, who could make a temple come to
life. This would often be followed by some toning and then we would have personal
time to explore and experience in our own way.
Some sites were intense to walk through as past life memories came flooding
back and an aspect would walk along with me. Other days I walked in simple wonder
at how glorious the temples were.
The core of our time was spent on the Nile on our very own boat. It was our home,
our restaurant and our social club. Most of all it was our haven. We would return
each day by lunchtime and then have the afternoon to relax with many of us sitting
on the uppermost deck, looking out upon the farmlands of the Nile banks while
beyond it the contrast of the desert spread out as far as you could see.
Our days would end with a channel, usually from Adamus, but we were also
treated to Ah-Ki-Rah who had us call out across time and the dimensions with
the beauty of Oh-Be-Ahn, the call of the time traveller. St. Germain even made a
welcome return within the King’s Chamber of the Great Pyramid. Each channel
opened up the experience even more.
Back to Index

Continued next page

EGYPT!
After what might have been the
most memorable sacred journey in
the history of the Crimson Circle, you
can now vicariously enjoy the sights
and sounds of Shaumbra in Egypt.
To see nearly 3,000 photos uploaded
by attendees, go to the Crimson
Circle photo album and browse to
your heart’s delight.
Then, for a very special musical
journey, go to the Crimson Circle
YouTube channel and watch the
Shaumbra in Egypt 2011 recap video.
Finally, watch “What’s New” for
the Egypt recordings with Adamus,
Kuthumi and the beloved St.
Germain. We expect to have the
recordings and transcripts completed
and available for purchase by the
end of December.
This just in... Debra Lane, one of the
Egypt tour attendees, also made a
very beautiful video. Click to watch
“Experiencing the Nile.”
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Egypt, Egypt, Egypt! - continued from previous page

To be in such a magic land with the loving energetic support from these beings
made everything so rich. Yet it was not the ascended masters who made the
adventure complete. For me, being surrounded by Shaumbra is what made this
journey all the more profound.
There were 108 of us from 20 different countries, an array of ages, lifestyles,
interests and characters, but all with the commonality of our awareness and new
consciousness. Gathered together, and sporting our red Crimson Circle caps and
bandannas, we made a formidable presence everywhere. I would often see people
stop, look at us and take a step back.
One person even approached and asked “Are you in manufacturing?” Wulfing
replied “Yes, we manufacture consciousness!”
Being surrounded by amazing people like this gave way to experiences and
moments that I would never have expected and yet were as special as any temple
visit or channel.
They were as simple as a hug from Eola on galabeya night, sitting with Indy and
Dawn on the sundeck of the boat while we cruised the Nile, walking with Heidi in
the Valley of the Kings, eating chocolate with Paul on the motorboat to Philae, any
time Paula or Dan laughed, listening to Alexander try to say persimmon with an
Australian accent, watching Francesc play with a comedian, laughing with Petra as
we rode camels at Giza, following Gregor and Peter through the alleyways of Cairo’s
markets, announcements from Geoff “The River God” on the boat, and anytime
Luitgard danced.
It was the joy of returning to a land that I had known so many times in other
lives, this time with people who knew that they are God also, that made this more
than just travelling.
There was one disappointment though. Upon arriving at the Valley of the Kings,
the place where many pharaohs were entombed within the rocks, I found out that
Kuthumi’s tomb from his life as Pharaoh Thutmose was closed.
That night I “confronted” Kuthumi. “Why would you have your tomb closed after I
travelled all this way?!?!” I asked.
“Because this isn’t a pilgrimage to me. It’s a pilgrimage to you!” was his answer.
Surrounded and supported by like-souled beings, this journey was a deep and
rich opportunity to feel into me. To feel past lives bubbling up and yet know that being
aware of them was all they needed to come home. To trust that I was opening up
parts of me that were waiting to be part of my life experience. To walk Egypt once
again, but as an aware and conscious being, knowing that I am a creator.
Welcome back indeed!
Marisa is an author and channeler, collaborating with Kuthumi in books
and messages. She is also a teacher for Crimson Circle Advanced Studies
classes. Visit her website at www.newenergywriting.com.

Back to Index
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Here are the new features
you will find at

NEW CRIMSON CIRCLE
STORE

www.crimsoncirclestore.com:

B
B Easier navigation – find what you want

I

quickly and easily

H

C
C Clean bright design – it’s just fun to look at!
D
D Store home page flash banner highlights

B
C

upcoming events, plus new and most
popular products

D

E
E Rotating “featured items” at the bottom
of the home page – helps you find
everything from timeless classics to
brand new messages

K

J

F
F Crimson Circle News – pulls in the three

most recent articles from the
Crimson Circle Blog, updated every hour

E

F

G
G Crimson Circle tweets (and other popular
links) – lots of fun and helpful info at the
bottom of the home page

H
H ** Live Support through online chat** –

whenever Bonnie, our customer service
angel, is available, you will be able to
chat with her in “real time” for customer
service!

I
I Easy search for any product or event

– can’t remember where to find Adamus’
message on Re-Ordering, or anything
else? Just type it in the Search box, press
the arrow, and find it instantly

G

M

L

J
J Download store catalog from home page
K
K Easily sign-up for the monthly newsletter
and other announcements

L
L Language infrastructure for seven

languages, including English, German,
Norwegian, Italian, Romanian, Russian
and Spanish – just click on the little flag
in the upper right corner and choose your
language! (more languages coming soon)

N

O

P

M
M See estimated order amount in your own
currency – click on the little flag in the
upper left corner and choose your
currency. Note: All sales will be
processed in $USD

N
N Social network on every product – have
a favorite? Only one click to “like” it or
“tweet” it and let your friends know!

O
O Product Ratings/reviews – easily provide
feedback on any of the items you have
ordered, or see how others have
experienced them before ordering

P
P Clear and easy translation options on

a dropdown menu wherever translations
are available

Back to Index

Continued next page
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R

Q

Q
Q

Estimate shipping and total cost of order
prior to payment – no more surprises

R
R

One page checkout – no more navigating
through as many as six pages; do it all in
one place

S
S

Multiple attendee signups for events –
bringing a friend? Now it’s easy to sign
them up too, and make sure they get a
correct name tag

A very special Thank You to the translators who
have been working to get all parts of the Store
translated (and continue to work on the product
description translations):
Birgit Junker & Brigitta Neuberger
Gunn Remo 		
Lucia Addis			
SLlvia Marin		
Paul Mochalov			
Norma Ojeda & Hilda Diaz

German
Norwegian
Italian
Romanian
Russian
Spanish

Also, a huge Thank You! to Michelle MacHale,
who has put in hundreds of hours to launch this
new creation.
Access the new Store by going to either
www.shaumbrashoppe.com
or
www.crimsoncirclestore.com
We hope you enjoy the new
Crimson Circle Store!

S

Back to Index

P.S. We’re still working out a few bugs, so
please let us know if you find something that
doesn’t work quite right.
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Good reasons to become a

$11 OOFrdFer
Your

Holiday
Cheer!
from the Crimson Circle
In this newsletter we’ve listed some
gift ideas for the holiday season to help
you spread New Energy cheer to your
friends and family. And, to start off the
gifting, we have created a discount
coupon for $11 off most orders in the
Crimson Circle Store.
To receive your discount, during checkout simply enter CC1111 into the field
marked “Coupon or Gift Certificate” and
$11 will be subtracted from your order
subtotal.
The "Fine Print"
Please note that this coupon is
good ONLY for Personal Study
Courses, Multi-day Intensives,
Special Topics, books and events.
Coupon does not apply to music or
Shaumbra Creations because of the
revenue share between the Crimson
Circle and the Creators. This coupon
also does not apply to classes with
Crimson Circle teachers.
Coupon expires December 31, 2011,
one use per customer.
Click here to start shopping!

Happy Holidays
from the
Crimson Circle!

Crimson Circle Angels provide an essential energy for the Crimson
Circle, not only with their financial support but also with their love,
gratitude and heartfelt encouragement.
In case you’ve thought about becoming a CC Angel here are some
good reasons to sign up now:
1. Your support makes it possible to keep our website up-to-date with the
latest features and technologies. We just finished an extensive update
of the Crimson Circle e-commerce store and, beginning in January,
we’re embarking on a complete overhaul of the main Crimson Circle
website. It takes a lot of time and money to offer great websites and
communication tools for Shaumbra around the world.
2. The Crimson Circle library contains over twelve years of information and
messages, all part of the Shaumbra history. The library is a valuable
resource for awakening humans who are searching for answers.
Nearly every day we receive emails of thanks and appreciation from
people who have recently discovered this helpful information during
their awakening process.
3. Every month Crimson Circle offers a free webcast with the latest
Shaumbra news and a channeled message called a Shoud. Within 48
hours the video, audio and text transcript are available on the website
to download, absolutely free of charge.
4. The Crimson Circle brings together personal and group experiences
of embodied ascension on Earth. It’s a safe space, it’s the energy of
Shaumbra, it’s a place of sharing, and it’s a living book of hope.

Back to Index

Continued next page

ONE Y EAR

ON THE AIR!
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CC Angels - continued from previous page

5. CC Angels make it possible for Crimson Circle to have a full time
Customer Service function. When you contact Crimson Circle you
don’t just get an answering machine or impersonal email template. You
get Bonnie Capelle, who personally answers emails and phone calls.
Excellent service is one of our highest priorities because we have great
honor and respect for Shaumbra.
6. The Crimson Circle is dedicated to providing information about spiritual
awakening to humans around the world. Projects such as the Awakening
Zone radio network and the Crimson Circle Advanced Studies are a few
examples of the many visions we’ve been able to bring to life because
of the support of CC Angels.

Awakening Zone One Year
Anniversary Show on December 29
Believe it or not, January 1, 2012 will
mark the One Year Anniversary of
the launching of the Global Network
for Empowered Awakening!
The Awakening Zone is the first
Internet radio network of its kind,
featuring consciousness pioneers
from around the world, and offering
shows in ten different languages! You
can tune in any time of the day or
night to listen in live, participate in
the chat room and call in with your
questions, or enjoy unlimited access
to the Archives full of great shows.
To celebrate this milestone, tune
in as Awakening Zone co-founders
Joe Rumbolo and Geoffrey & Linda
Hoppe invite other AZ hosts to call in
and talk about this amazing year of
consciousness expansion and what
they envision for 2012.

7. The Crimson Circle also hosts an online community message board,
freely available as a gathering place for Shaumbra around the world to
interact, discuss, connect, help and support each other. Many times we
have been told that the friendship and support found on the message
board have been a lifeline in time of crisis.
8. There are eleven full time Crimson Circle staff members who handle
everything from content to websites, events and Advanced Studies,
business management, customer service and new technologies. Plus
there are over 75 volunteers who help with everything from the monthly
webcasts to international websites, translations and event hosting. It
takes an incredible team to make all of this possible.
There are currently about 600 CC Angels who support the Crimson Circle
work through their monthly subscriptions. We invite you to become part
of this core Shaumbra group by going to www.CrimsonCircle.com >
Community > Crimson Circle Angels > Subscriber Program or by clicking
on this link.
It’s a great way to start the 2012 New Year!

Don’t miss this extraordinary show,
December 29 at 7 PM CST (6 PM
Denver time).
Link to the Awakening Zone 1 Year
Anniversary show (live or archive)

Back to Index
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HOLIDAY GREETINGS

_____________________________________
C R I M S O N C I R C L E S TA F F

sandie sedgbeer interviews

Geoffrey Hoppe
& Jim Self
Fire, famine, floods, earthquakes,
weird weather, political upheavals,
financial meltdowns… it seems that
the only thing we didn’t experience
in 2011 was the proverbial ‘plague
of locusts.’ Yes, in case you hadn’t
noticed, the Shift is well and truly
under way.
What can we expect in 2012? On
December 22, Sandie Sedgbeer
will invite Geoffrey Hoppe Jim Self
to provide their insights on what
we will be focusing on as we move
into and through 2012. Since the
Ascended Masters and Archangels
are intimately involved with what
is unfolding, Geoffrey and Jim will
also be offering their own personal
insights on the roles that the Higher
Beings have to play in the Shift.
Don’t miss this important, hopeful
and expansive information. Tune in
on Dec. 22 at 2 PM CST (1 PM Denver
time) to listen to Sandie, Geoffrey
and Jim on the Awakening Zone.
Click to hear the show (live or archive)

Left to right: Lindsay Yogi, John Kuderka, Bonne Capelle, Alain Bolea, Mary Alyce Owens,
Linda Benyo, Geoffrey Hoppe, Jean Tinder, Joe Rumbolo, Suzy Schemel, Michelle MacHale
Dear Shaumbra,
We asked each CC staff member to share a short holiday message with
Shaumbra. We hope you enjoy the heartfelt connection that all of us here at
the Crimson Circle can feel, and wish for each one of you a beautiful holiday
season and a wonderful New Energy Year!
Lindsay Yogi – Advanced Studies Coordinator
What is your favorite Christmas memory?
I was about five years old and my family spent Christmas at my grandmother’s
cabin in the mountains. My brother and cousin woke me up in the morning
saying, “You missed Santa! You missed Santa! We tried to wake you but you
wouldn’t wake up!” Of course I was so disappointed to have missed the big
event, but I knew then that Santa existed.J
What makes you happy?
Watching my kids play with each other. They are the most magical moments
for me.
Working for the Crimson Circle is not exactly a “typical” job. Why do you like it?
I always say I work with the nicest people in the world and I don’t just mean
the CC team. I feel like I have a partnership with the teachers and feel blessed
to call that my job.
Back to Index
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NEW!
THE

GEOFF & LINDA SHOW

videos now online
Want to catch the latest Shaumbra
News from Geoff & Linda? See the
launch pad? Enjoy the local audience
silliness? Or just catch up on what’s
going on with the Crimson Circle?
Now the “Geoff & Linda Show,”
broadcast every month before the
Shoud, is archived in video (as well
as audio) format on the CC website.
Just go to the Crimson Circle home
page, hover on the Library tab, and
click on “Welcome/News Videos.”
There you will find all the Welcome
segments since August 2008.
Or just click here to see the Welcome
segment videos with David McMaster
and Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe.
Enjoy!
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Holiday Greetings - continued from previous page

Bonnie Capelle – Customer Service Manager
What would you like to say to Shaumbra around the world?
My wish to all during this exciting time of giving would be to remind us
all to remember to give to yourself first. Give love, understanding, patience,
forgiveness, and acceptance of you to you. As you know, if we start with
ourselves, everything else flows so easily.
Suzy Schemel – Event Manager
Working for the Crimson Circle is not exactly a “typical” job. Why do you like it?
Holiday Greetings Shaumbra! When I began working for Crimson Circle,
one of the first phone calls on my answering machine was from a gentleman
who wanted to say a prayer for the dolphins. He then began to speak in dolphin,
complete with little bubbles. It was very sweet and I knew this was going to be
a different kind of adventure.
I enjoy working with Crimson Circle Events. Virgo’s love puzzles and events
are loaded with lots of little pieces that all fit together in an amazing way. The
energy when Shaumbra gather is an amazing experience and it makes me
happy to be a part of this process.
We are all connected in a very special way. So THANK YOU Shaumbra for
sharing your special energy. Happy Holidays!
Joe Rumbolo – Awakening Zone Co-founder & General Manager
If you could say something that everyone on Earth would hear, what would it be?
TRUST YOURSELF! Yes! I know! Everybody is saying it these days, but I
will guarantee you that not everybody is doing it.
The trick to learning to TRUST yourself is Allowing Yourself To Fail. Most
people see failure as proof that they can’t trust their natural ability. They don’t
appreciate it as simply a function of focus, so rather than re-focusing on what
they want, they focus on not failing. They play it “safe.” Instead of Playing To
Win, they are Playing Not To Lose!
You have many more skills, talents and gifts available to you than you
can even imagine! In a nutshell, here is what to do: Focus on your desire
(or something greater); do not worry about HOW this will be achieved; take
Appropriate Actions as they are presented; allow yourself to fail and if you
do…Re-Focus!
Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas, a Wonderful Holiday Season and
Everything That The Universe Has To Offer For 2012 and Beyond!
Spread Love and Pack Light!
Mary Alyce Owens – Business Operations Manager
What would you like to share with Shaumbra?
This has been a year of transitions for me and this Christmas Holiday will
reflect the shift my life has taken. In January my Father died after an extended
illness. My mom was his main caretaker and she struggles with how to keep
everything the same as it was when Dad was with us. However, we are all
moving in our different directions, as are our children, so the holidays this year
do not include Christmas with all of us together as it has in the past.
We suggested to Mom that she stay with my sister’s family for Christmas.
At first she refused, but eventually she decided that maybe getting out of
town and away from a home full of past holiday memories was a good idea.
Back to Index
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HARMONY
INTEGRATION
WITH YOHAM

MARCH 17-18, 2012
KAUAI, HAWAII
Music is a universal language of the
soul and expresses the dynamic play
between feeling and mind, beauty
and power, female and male. In the
ancient mystery schools harmony
was understood as the balance of
these opposing forces and a universal
principal of life and all creation. Within
the energetic field of music we actually
experience that play of give and
receive, listen and express and have
a great chance to tune ourselves to a
higher level of harmony and balance.
As an additional program to the
‘Advanced SES’ Gerhard & Einat will
guide us on a journey of Integration
of our male and female qualities
(aspects) through music; healing the
wounds of Isis and Adam through
sacred sound, voice, movement and
dance. (Attendance at the Advanced
SES School is not required.)
Click for more information or to
register for Harmony Integration
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My daughter Anna was married this year also. Anna is my heart’s delight.
I love her so much, and it was very difficult to finally acknowledge she’s all
grown up. I am so happy for her that she is her own strong, focused, intelligent,
fun and adventurous woman; I just miss my little girl. Anna is having Christmas
with her dad and his side of the family, and also with her husband’s family.
My son Eric fell in love this year. Eric is my first-born, my bright, talented,
genius of a son. His birth transformed me, and taught me I had not truly loved
unconditionally before his arrival in my life. He also has his own life now that
includes his love, Michelle, and he travels back in forth between Colorado and
Alaska, where she lives. He will be in Alaska with her for Christmas.
So… here I am without my children for Christmas. First time ever. Just me
and my wonderfully loving and patient husband, Brian. It will be the start of
new traditions, new family shifts and expanded love for everyone in our lives
and our children’s lives. I wish for you and your families love, joy, dreams,
adventures and gratitude for each other.
Merry Christmas and Happy 2012.
John Kuderka – Technical Services Manager
How are you going to spend your Christmas holiday this year?
Leslie and I are planning on taking a couple of days during the holiday
season and heading to the Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge in New
Mexico. The refuge is a gather place for tens of thousands of birds during the
winter. The trip is a quick and easy getaway to warmer weather and spectacular
views of flocks of birds feeding and flying in and out of the Bosque.
Jean Tinder – Content Manager
When and how did you first discover the Crimson Circle?
In the spring of 2002, pregnant with my long awaited daughter, my brother
gave me a printout of a Tobias channel. I don’t remember which one it was,
but I remember the incredible feeling of Home that washed over me as I read
it. Within days of my daughter’s birth in July, life began to turn upside down in
every conceivable way – jobs, friends and home gone, relationship “evolving,”
six of us living in a two bedroom apartment. Eventually, my baby girl and I
found ourselves in Colorado making a brand new start. I had nothing but the
overwhelming feeling of “this is exactly where I belong,” and absolute trust that
somehow it would all work out.
I found a little house, invited online Shaumbra friends from around the world
to come and stay, and for two years soaked up Shaumbra energy like a parched
desert welcomes the rain. Eventually, for the first time in this lifetime, I reconnected
with a dear old friend and traveled to Europe several times to be with him. We
created workshops together, had some great adventures, and eventually decided
to get married. Then one day I received an email offering me a job with the Crimson
Circle. I could hardly believe my eyes for it was a dream come true, one that I hadn’t
even dared to hope for, a golden opportunity to dive deep into my passion and play
with my dear Shaumbra family in a whole new way.
Sometimes the work is intense, sometimes it seems there are not enough
hours in the day, but my life is truly magical. I get to do what I enjoy and believe
in, work with people I love, respect and admire, and live my passion every
single day. It is indeed the dream of many lifetimes, joyfully come true.
Back to Index
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PREORDER
YOUR COPY!

I wish each of you a beautiful holiday season, plenty of time with the ones
you love – particularly with yourself! – and a new year full of magic and creation.
Blessings from my heart to yours…
Michelle MacHale – Website & Internet Manager
What is your favorite Christmas memory?
My family had a cabin at beautiful Lake Tahoe where we would go in the winter
to relax, ski, and just be together. I was probably in my mid teens that year and our
Christmas holiday at the cabin had started out perfectly normal . . . until it snowed.
And snowed. And snowed. So much snow that all the roads in and out of Tahoe
were closed for over a week. In fact, the entire area was totally buried under
17 feet of white stuff.
It was a true adventure. We played games and just hung out inside the cabin
because all the doors were completely blocked and we couldn’t get out. We
couldn’t even see out! Actually, we had to pry open the second-story window
and crawl on our bellies in the snow if we wanted to leave – until we got smart
and dug a tunnel. I remember one day my brother Jeff and his friend decided
to venture out and head to the store, a couple of miles away. It took them over
six hours and all they brought back were comic books and candy bars – all the
important stuff when you’re a kid.
That had to have been the best Christmas ever. Wood smoke, icicles and fun!
May you all have a magical Holiday…

This groundbreaking book from
Adamus has topped the charts in the
German language “new age” book
lists and will be released in mid 2012
in English, published by Weiser Books.
It includes a collection of “enhanced”
messages given by Adamus (many
from non-released Mystery Schools)
as well as a special message from him
specifically for the reader.
You can be one of the first to own
this book groundbreaking book by
pre-ordering your own copy from
Amazon.com at the introductory
price of $10.85. Release date is set
for June 1, 2012.
Click here to pre-order
Live Your Divinity

Alain Bolea – Strategic Business Services
What would you like to share with Shaumbra?
As 2011 draws to an end, it is time to reflect on the experiences of the
year. What sticks out for me is how working with the Crimson Circle staff,
Linda, and Geoff is one of the most fulfilling things in my life, and a continuing
source of learning.
Comparing Crimson Circle with the other organizations I work with, I marvel
at what this team has pulled off in the past months in terms of new projects and
new ideas to further the expansion of consciousness. The number of hours
that each staff member puts in is hard to fathom, but the most astonishing
is the ongoing spirit of the team to always improve Shaumbra’s experience,
move through the occasional moments of overwhelm with grace, and to stay
connected with other staff members. This spirit is nowhere more obvious as in
the ability of Crimson Circle to take a new idea from concept to implementation
in a matter of a few weeks, as was the case with Awakening Zone and the
Keahak Project, while continuing to revamp internal systems to ensure they
can support the evolution of Crimson Circle. For me it remains an amazing
daily lesson in consciousness and manifestation.
Warm wishes to the staff, Geoff and Linda, and all of Shaumbra for 2012.
Linda Benyo Hoppe – Co-founder and Vice President
What would you like to share with Shaumbra?
The Christmas season is my favorite time of year. It is a cornucopia for
human expression. This holiday season is expressed and celebrated in ways
that entertain all our senses, human and divine. There is no festive time that
encompasses more human expression for me. I can’t think of any other season
or holiday that is so rich with creation, with its wonderous foods and drink, like
Back to Index
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‘Twas the Night Before 2012
‘Twas the night before 2012, and all over the Earth,
Something was awakening, so wanting to birth.
Shaumbra were stirring, getting up from their asses.
It was time to wake up, the lads and the lasses!
The muggles were nestled, all snug in their beds,
While visions of drama still danced in their heads.
And Geoff in his boots and Linda so fine,
Had just settled down for a glass of red wine.
When out in the world, there arose such a clatter,
It was time to speak up, even if “it doesn’t matter”!
From rooftops and laptops our voice rose as one,
It was time, it was time, to wake up and be done!
Now aspects! Now darkness! Now madness and mind!
On demons, on drama, and anchors that bind.
Now Breathe away! Breathe away, Breathe away all!
And when in doubt, leap behind that short wall.
Then all of a sudden, who should appear,
Laughing and swearing in that voice oh so dear?
A gentleman so grand, we all knew it must be,
The Angel, the Ascended, Adamus St. G!
He was dressed all in black, from his head to his foot,
Italian couture from his hat to his boot.
His eyes how they twinkled. His cussing so fun!
We knew it was too late to high tail it and run!

Christmas ham, candy canes, Christmas cookies, egg nog and gluwein
to name a few. Christmas parties and Christmas dinner family and friends
gather together to celebrate sharing in all the tasty delights and good will.
The decorating -- whether simple, elegant or even gaudy -- can be seen
everywhere, with twinkling lights colored or cystaline; tinsel, glitter, garland
and wreaths yet none greater than the Christmas tree itself. Each is an
invitation for creation. There is no other holiday that is so rich with music,
stories and movies created and dedicated to this season.
The Christmas season is filled with the magic of Santa and his elves and
the flying reindeer sleigh delivering gifts and delights to all who have been
good. One of the hardest things to give up as a child is the realization that
Santa is not real (or is he)?
Best of all, Christmas literally is a celebration of a birthing in
consciousness, and the true nature of the holiday reflects it. It is a season
for giving, sharing, receiving and expressing, so much so that those that
appear to rebuke the holiday are even labeled as “scrooges.” So I celebrate
this season, and thank every one of you for making the giving and receiving
a part of my life everyday.
Geoffrey Hoppe – Co-founder and President
What would you like to share with Shaumbra?
The Christmas holidays are my favorite time of the year. It’s a time to
relax, visit friends, celebrate all of the accomplishments of the year, watch
“It’s a Wonderful Life” on television and marvel at the Christmas lights on
all of the houses. Christmas is especially beautiful ever since we moved
to the mountains in Colorado. The view out my office window looks like
a picture postcard with pine trees, pure white snow and deer wandering
through the yard.
For Linda and I it’s been one of the busiest years ever, and one that has
given the most blessings. Over the holidays we’ll look at photographs of all
the year’s Shaumbra events, a journey that took us from Ecuador to Kaua’i,
throughout the U.S., Finland, Norway and Poland, Germany, Switzerland
and France, Austria, Australia and Egypt. It was the year of launching the
Awakening Zone and the Keahak Project, working with the best staff in the
world, introducing a new book, and traveling around this amazing planet
with Linda. I couldn’t be more thankful for what has come into my life.
I still believe in Santa Claus, the spirit of the Christmas season. There’s
still something magical and spiritual about this most beautiful time of the
year. From my soul to yours, blessings for this season.

But what to our wondering ears did we hear,
“Shaumbra, you ARE Enlightened already my dears!
Love your Self, enjoy life, drink, dance and sing!
And whatever you need, new energy will bring!”
He went to the door and paused with a sigh,
“And please don’t ever, ever just try!”
And taking a deep bow, he loudly intoned,
“All IS well, all is well and you are NEVER alone!”
~ Tammie O’Rielly - Crimson Circle Mentor Teacher
Back to Index
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Shaumbra Heartbeat
By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Monthly editor

Egypt. The Land of Alchemy. Chemia. For two weeks in November, more than
one hundred Shaumbra flew, rode, walked and floated through this amazing land.
And I had the exquisite delight of being among them.
I have attended other sacred tours with the Crimson Circle, journeying through
the lands of Camelot in England and the Cathars in southern France, and while
those experiences were unforgettable, nothing can compare with a journey through
Egypt. I could talk about the lifetimes remembered, the memories that surfaced,
the energies we felt, the people we met, the smiles and waves that greeted us
everywhere, the hungry vendors, the ghosts in the temples…there’s just so much.

Remember to check out the new
Crimson Circle Blog! After a slow
start due to the Egypt trip, we now
update the blog several times every
week with for updates, newsletter
articles, special announcements,
and more!
You can see editorials, guest articles,
regular monthly features, events,
useful links and more – all at a glance.
The blog also features a “Science and
Discovery” section for the science
articles that Adamus asked for during
the October Shoud.

But one of the things I personally noticed, with particular thanks to our amazing
Egyptologist guide Hassan Kahlil, was how much the spiritual teachings of old
Egypt reminded me of the CC teachings. For example, every ancient temple had
four things in common – a direct line of sight from the outer entrance to the inner
sanctum or “holy of holies” a rising floor, a descending ceiling, and narrowing
walls. To me, this signified how one cannot get lost in the search for God, and
that everything supports us in our journey back to the divine. I loved how Hassan
pointed out those features in every single temple we visited.
However, one of these temples was very unique, and (to me) carried an even
stronger symbology. Situated near Kom Ombo on the east bank of the Nile is
the “double” temple of the gods Horus and Sobek. This temple has two identical
entrances and passageways to the inner sanctum. One side is dedicated to Horus,
the other to Sobek. As Hassan pointed out, Horus the falcon was the god of Spirit,
the higher mind, the divine, protection and light, while Sobek the crocodile was
the god of darkness, fear, destruction, strength and power. And in this temple they
were both honored.
What I felt was how, even in the ancient times, we already had an understanding
of the importance of integrating duality. This temple was not about one god
vanquishing the other. It wasn’t about the struggle between light and dark, higher

Check it out!
http://blog.crimsoncircle.com/
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R e m e m b e r ...
Excerpts from
“Energy Seeks Resolution”
Tobias ~ June 5, 2004
Dear friends, allow yourself for just a
moment to remember who you really
are, where you have come from, how
you have given yourself in service to
Spirit and to All That Is to take the plunge
to Earth to learn all of these incredible
things. There is so much more to each
one of you than what you realize. We
are not leaving anyone out of this. If
your names are spoken here on our side,
there is a hush that falls over the group,
for we remember how you have taken
us through the building of this entire
physical universe, how you have taken
us through creating the omniverse.
When your name is spoken here on our
side, there is respect and reverence and
awe at what you have done.
We do not call ourselves “masters” on
this side of the veil. It is a title reserved
for you, always, the ones who went
first, the ones who went through all
of the difficulties and challenges of
placing yourself in a physical body and
limiting yourself to 3-D reality – and
then forgetting, not only who you were
on this side of the veil, but forgetting
who you were in each lifetime. Allow
yourself to remember the grandness of
who you are because in the grandness
is also a humbleness.
Dear Masters, remember who you are.
Remember why you chose to come
to Earth. Tell yourself this out loud.
Sometimes you are afraid to say the
words of who you are. Tell yourself.
Look in the mirror and channel to
yourself. Remember who you are,
Masters, and why you are on Earth
now, why you’ve chosen to stay here.

and lower, “good” and “evil.” Instead, it offered a visceral representation of the
equality of both sides, how both together led to the divine. Walking into the temple,
I could feel the deep significance embedded in the walls and pillars around me.
Standing in the remains of the inner sanctum, Hassan explained the rituals and
initiations that were carried out there. The initiates had to overcome their fear by
swimming among the crocodiles. And yet, unknown to the initiates, the crocs were
well fed and posed no danger… another reminder that no matter how deep we go
into fear and darkness, we are always safe.
The energies in that holy place, where duality came together, were intense.
Also intense was the realization that even so long ago, we understood Truth. I
could feel the multiple incarnations of my soul in this familiar place, and that some
of them were still lingering. All at once, tears overwhelmed me. They were tears
of remembrance but also of anger and frustration. Why, if we knew about duality
integration so long ago, why oh why did we have to go through the last 3,000
years??? Those were not exactly the best and brightest times on Earth, and some
of the scars still feel pretty fresh. Tears flowing, I left the temple, remembering the
passion and knowledge of those other incarnations, and also feeling their pain.
“Was it all a waste?” they wanted to know. That afternoon on the boat I fell asleep
for a short nap, and woke up with the answer.
Even though we had the understanding back then, we did not yet have the
experience of integrating duality. In a way, the thousands of years of civilization
in Egypt were the golden times. In spite of typical human struggles, I sensed a
society that lived mostly in balance and peace. But eventually we had to let go of
the outer manifestation of our knowledge, so beautifully portrayed in our beloved
temples, and actually live it out in real life.
Rather than the priests and priestesses holding their symbolic ceremonies
and rites on behalf of the people, each person now had to go through their own
integration of human and divine, darkness and light, masculine and feminine,
Sobek and Horus. So the evolution came, along with the destruction fueled by
other religions, and our long journey into the darkness was underway.
Another temple complex,
located in Dendera, was
dedicated
to
Hathor,
the feminine, nurturing
goddess of love, beauty,
motherhood and joy. One
of the buildings there
was called the “Temple of
Birthing” and as we entered
the room, Hassan pointed
out the “star gate” on the
back wall. Once again I
knew what used to happen
there. I felt the energies “behind” the star gate, what it used to look like, the rituals
used to assist the souls coming in, the gentle and sacred energies, the scents
and baths prepared for the women, how the star gate worked… and once again
it was overwhelming. I realized this had been the temple of what we now call
DreamWalker Birth, dedicated to helping souls come in and become human. What
an incredible experience to reconnect with this ancient forgotten knowledge.
Humanity has always had legends of our origins and journey, and I particularly
felt this in the story of Isis and Osiris, portrayed in the beautiful temples of Philae,
Back to Index
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CLICK TO JOIN THE FUN!
CC Message Board
Thousands of Shaumbra from all
around the world connect and
interact on the Crimson Circle
Message Board. It's a lively place
where you can meet people of like
mind and heart.
Facebook
There are lots of Shaumbra on
Facebook, including a Crimson Circle
group, and groups for CC Teachers,
Creation, Conscious Marketing, and
much more.
Twitter
With seveal tweets every day, it’s a
great way to keep inspiration coming
your way!
Local Groups
With hundreds of local hosts, there
is likely to be Shaumbra in your area.
And if not, you can list your own
information and start getting together!
CC Teachers
A special site for online resources
and interaction has been created for
certified Crimson Circle teachers. If
you’re not part of it yet, send an email
to Lindsay and she’ll help you join.
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Abydos, and elsewhere. In simplified terms, the story is that Isis and Osiris were
brother and sister, as well as husband and wife, and deeply in love. But their brother,
the jealous and “evil” god Set, killed Osiris, cut his body into pieces, and scattered
them across the Earth. In her great love for Osiris, Isis transformed herself into a
falcon and flew over the land, searching for his parts to reunite them. Eventually
she found all but his phallus, put everything back together and brought him back
to life. Through her magic she created a new phallus of gold, united with him, and
their son Horus was born.
I had heard of this legend before, but had never given it much thought. In Egypt
though, I felt it in a whole new way. I realized that Isis and Osiris represent the
same energies that Tobias called the King and Queen, our own archetypal Spirit
Self. At some point we went through the Wall of Fire, fragmenting ourselves into
many pieces, becoming lost in the darkness. But the never-ending love of our soul
has been calling and searching through the dimensions, seeking the many parts
of ourselves that have been lost. She will never give up until we are integrated
back together, finally ready to become true conscious creators. It is the love of
our soul for our human self (the soul’s “life design” that Adamus talked about) that
ultimately brings us back together with ourselves in this beautiful story of self love
and integration. Hassan called this precious act of integration as being “Osirified.”
Isn’t it amazing how we knew it all back then? But we had to forget in order to
transform the esoteric into the pragmatic, to embody what we had worshipped, to
internalize what we could only see as outside of ourselves. So many Shaumbra have
had lifetimes in Egypt, and that ancient wisdom is finally coming back, distilled over
eons of experience into the precious gold of enlightenment. Remember how Tobias
talked about releasing the Ancient
Ones from the stones and temples
and lands of Egypt? It is our own
incarnations that have been stuck
there, tenaciously holding the
energies and knowledge until we
could finally awaken and bring
them home.
We are the Ancient Ones,
the Masters, the gods and
goddesses standing in silent
witness to forgotten knowledge.
We’ve known it all along. The
way back Home has always
been there, we could never have
gotten lost. We built impressive
reminders, and then went off to
find out what it was like to make
it real.
Here’s to the Ancient Ones…
for they are us.
To see nearly 3,000 photos
from the Egypt tour, visit the
Crimson Circle photo album.
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“To submit your creation for an upcoming issue of Shaumbra Monthly, please click here.”
CREATOR – Joanna Lynn & Anthony Butkovich
CREATION – To Be Me (children’s book)
Featured on the December launch pad!
This is a reminder to both reconnect
with nature and to fall in love with all the
different parts of yourself. It encompasses
being and action without thinking, just like the elements of nature.
Celebrate the individuality and the very spirit of your child (and yourself!) with words and images that tickle the soul.
Have you ever seen a river stop and think about going over the falls? It just does it!
Anthony Butkovich added depth and dimension with his beautiful, styrofoam-cut paintings.
Order To Be Me Email Joanna arctic.fox@mac.com

Email Anthony mrantho@earthlink.net

CREATOR – Esme Ellis
CREATION – Dreaming Worlds Awake
Publishers call this kind of book ‘uncategorizable’; I call it a miscellany – a mosaic
of stories, dreams, poems, correspondence, and dialogues with ascended masters.
An adventure into the energy of gods, goddesses, magical birds and beasts, shaman
and pakauwah, as well as a journey into my own creative life as an author, artist and
sculptor going back half a century.
I wrote from my own immediate experience, without a plan, allowing myself to be
surprised at whatever came. “Expect the unexpected,” I was told, but what came
proved challenging at times. Presences from my past in the form of a master sculptor
wanting to do an up-to-date, inter-dimensional portrait of me, was one thing I didn’t
expect. Neither did I anticipate that my initial dialogue with Kuthumi would expand, or
that his presence would partner me with his wise and illuminating comments, forming a major part of the book.
Reader feedback:
• “I loved the Tawaret priestess story so much it made me cry. To feel the beauty you allowed yourself to experience
as your consciousness expanded, is beyond words for me.”
• “It has the impact of a spiritual depth charge.”
• “I had so much fun reading your book.” ~ Marisa Calvi
• “Thank heavens for humans like you, Esme! It is one thing to choose to open your heart and creativity – but
entirely another to share it with the world. This is the mark of the new energy teacher and I bow to you! Thank you for
allowing me to be a part of it.” ~ Kuthumi Lal Singh.
Email address: esme.ellis@btinternet.com

To order: www.esmeellis.co.uk/
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CREATOR – Margott Schürings
CREATION – From King of Pop to Mahatma - Journey of a great Soul
This book about Michael Jackson (the 2nd of the author) is the analysis and
proof,
especially based on his book “Dancing the Dream,” that Michael was a great
soul and came to earth to sacrifice and expose things like child abuse to bring
attention to that problem, and to integrate the masculine and feminine polarity.
He brought enlightenment to earth, as was also told to us by Tobias in the
Shoud of December 13, 2003.
This book is an invitation to realize non duality, to transcend duality thinking
and transform it in non-judgmental all encompassing acceptance of all what is with a love that never interferes.
Margott Schürings is the only author worldwide to recognize the spiritual background of Michael’s work based on
love, compassion and innocence – free from judgments. This publication shows the fight between the head and heart
in our society and reveals the moth dharma of the mass media with an invitation for humanity and humanness to
visit them.
The book came to me in moments like, “You must get out of the way, leave room for God to walk in the room”
(Michael Jackson). The realization of who Michael Jackson was and is and the wish that Truth comes through,
because until now the mass of humanity has not unveiled the mystery about him and still believes in the conspirative
brainwashing of the mass media. “The lie runs the sprint, Truth runs the marathon” (Michael Jackson).
The book was published in German in November 2010 and has been translated to English, which will hopefully be
published in 2012.
Email address: m.schuerings@t-online.de

To order: www.adwaita-verlag.de

CREATOR – Paula Berndt (AKA PB Morlen)
CREATION – Illuminating Crystal
“Illuminating Crystal” is a fantasy/fiction novel of a young girl named Crystal
Blue who was born to fulfill an ancient contract made between her star
ancestor and the ancient caretakers of earth. The first in the “White Bird”
series, “Illuminating Crystal” introduces readers to Crystal Blue, the young
girl who has just discovered that her life has a divine purpose: to travel the
world and unveil the sacred knowledge of the ancients at the dawn of the
Fifth Age. After discovering an ancient manuscript in the basement of a
bookstore, she undergoes an intense transformation that forever changes
her and prepares her for the mission she must fulfill.
Crystal’s story is completely inspired from the channelings of Tobias, Kuthumi, and Adamus Saint-Germain (Geoffrey
Hoppe), as well as Kryon (Lee Carroll) and The Group (Steve Rother). As Crystal Blue travels the world, she will
uncover the sacred knowledge that Shaumbra has awakened to over the last two decades. These books are directly
related to life in the New Energy, and the messages we have received over the years are embedded within the story
for the readers to discover for themselves.
“Illuminating Crystal” has all the makings of a great adventure tale that takes readers around the world to many
sacred sites where they ultimately learn the secrets to being a divine human. I have a story to share, a story of
awakening, intrigue, mystery, love, and illumination that I know in my heart I brought from ‘home.’
Email address: pberndt01@gmail.com

To order: www.pbmorlen.com
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AWAKENING ZONE
UPCOMING EPISODES
www.awakeningzone.com

The International Radio Network for Empowered Awakening

If you would like to receive the weekly Show Schedule via email, just click here to sign up. It’s easy!
And be sure to browse through the Archives for plenty of amazing and entertaining shows on many different topics.
Alquimia Divina con Maria Magdalena – Español
Con los anfitriones Raiza Preziuso e Malu Gaxiola
Martes, Dec 20

Cosmic Particles
With host Dr. Meg Blackburn Losey
Wednesday, Dec 21 - Guest: Liz Grover
Wednesday, Dec 28 - Guest: Margaret Lembo

Astrodoc
With hosts Dr. Douglas Davies & Linda Benyo Hoppe
New Energy medical insights
Wednesday, Jan 4

The Crimson Circle Show
With hosts Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Saturday, Jan 7 - Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Saturday, Feb 4 - Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain

Breath of Life
With hosts Norma Delaney and Garret Annofsky
Breathing, Compassion, Integration & Mastery
Wednesday, Dec 21

The Dr. Elizabeth Show
With host Dr. Elizabeth Lambaer
Wednesday, Dec 21 Guest: Markus Rothkranz

Bright Light
With host Dee Wallace
Listener Call-ins welcome!
Monday, Dec 19
Monday, Dec 26
Monday, Jan 2
Monday, Jan 9
The Clear Vibration
With host Joe Rumbolo
Thursday, Dec 22 - Guests: Asia Voight
Thursday, Dec 29 - Guest: TBA
Conversations With Jim Self
With host Jim Self
Tuesday, Dec 20 - Guest: Suzy Miller

The D-Spot
With host Kelly Sullivan Walden
Monday, Dec 19 - Listener Call-in
Monday, Dec 26 - Guest: Shaeri Richards
Frissítö (Refreshment) – Magyar
A házigazdák Alfred Halasz & Timea Thomazy
Kedd, Dec 27
The Great Shift
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Thursday, Dec 22
Thursday, Dec 29
Helen & Ontwaken (Healing & Awakening) – Nederlands
Met hosts Eppe Keizer & Nelleke Keizer
Dinsdag, Jan 3 - Gast: Erno van Doesselaar
Continued next page
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Hispanoamerica en sintonía con el shoud - Español
Con los anfitriones Norma Ojeda e Hilda Diaz
Sábado, Jan 7 - Invitado: Adamus Saint-Germain
Sábado, Feb 4 - Invitado: Adamus Saint-Germain
Innerspeak Soul Adventures
With host Jean Adrienne
Tuesday, Dec 20 - Guest: Rick Hanson
Kendini Seç (Choose Yourself) – Türk
Ev sahibi ile Deniz Sertbarut
Çarşamba, Dec 28
La Nueva Revolución Latinoamericana – Español
Con los anfitriones Roberto & Silvia Mendoza
Domingo, Jan 08
Domingo, Feb 12
Domingo, Mar 11

Radio Ahmyo - Ny Bevidsthed – Danske
Med værter Anne Maribo & Finn Andersen og
Anne Soevang & Jennifer Brinch
Onsdag, Jan 11 - Gæst: Barbara Berger

Romanian Awakenings – Româna
With host Silvia Marin
Saturday, Dec 24 - Guest: Linda Benyo Hoppe
Sandie Sedgbeer: Conversation at the Cutting Edge With host Sandie
Sedgbeer
Thursday, Dec 22 - Guests: Jim Self & Geoffrey Hoppe
Thursday, Dec 29 - Guest: Kat Tansey
Solutions for a Small Planet
With host Pepper Lewis
Wednesday, Dec 28

The Light Lounge
With hosts Steve & Barbara Rother
Saturday, Jan 21
Saturday, Feb 18

Sunday Healing Service
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Sunday, Dec 18

NEW Potentials
With host David McMaster
Wednesday, Jan 11 - Guest: Robert Theiss

Wulfing’s Spirit Radioshow – Deutsch
Met host Wulfing von Rohr
Mittwoch, Jan 4 - Gast: Jutta Füzi
Mittwoch, Feb 1 - Gast: Dr. Petra Schneider

Pleiadian Tools for Self-Realization
With host Christine Day
Monday, Dec 19
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DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION TRANSITIONS
Vienna, Austria - January 13-15, 2012
Bettina Maria Weigel Andersen

Krummhörn near Emden/Ostfriesland, Germany
January 27-29, 2012
Meggi Erman & Petra Pitak
		
Bodø, Norway, February 3-5, 2012
Evy Finjord Heggelund
Tugun Goldcoast, Australia, February
11-13, 2012
Sharon Keith
Toms River, New Jersey, USA, March 16-18, 2012
Angelika Ruppert
Zurich, Switzerland, March 16-18, 2012
Rosmarie Lotmar
		
Ikast, Denmark, April 6-8, 2012
Anne Soevang
Buochs / NW, Switzerland, May 18-20, 2012
Sonja J. Müller

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH
TRANSITIONS
Munich, Germany, January 5-7, 2012
Angelika Ruppert

Adelaide, South Australia, January 6-8, 2012
Douglas Edgar
Zurich, Switzerland, January 13-15, 2012
Rosmarie Lotmar
West Kelowna, Canada, February 10-12, 2012
Iwona Wirkus
Toms River, New Jersey, USA, March 23-25, 2012
Angelika Ruppert

NEW ENERGY SYNCHROTIZE™
Toluca, Estado de Mexico,
Mexico, February 16, 2012
Virgilia Aguirre

Walchwil/Zugersee, Kt. Zug,
Switzerland, May 17-20, 2012
Rosmarie Lotmar

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS
Denver, Colorado, USA, January 13-15, 2012
Paul Cook
Vienna, Austria, January 13-15, 2012
Marianne Fürlinger
Bern, Switzerland, January 27-29, 2012
Ursula Keller
Bucharest, Romania, January 27-29, 2012
Lucieta Gavril
Munich, Germany, February 3-5, 2012
Angelika Ruppert
Denver, Colorado, February 10-12, 2012
Paul Cook
Krummhörn near Emden/
Ostfriesland, Germany
March 2-4, 2012
Angelika Ruppert

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
Budapest, Hungery, January 6-8, 2012
Kata Szénasi & Nora Mamblona
Cagliari, Italy, January 6-8, 2012
Maria Antonia Medda & Christian Meister
Vienna, Austria, January 6-8, 2012
Bettina Maria Weigel Andersen & Franziska Eulberg
Bucharest, Romania, January 13-15, 2012
Lucieta Gavril & Andrei Tarta-Arsene
Gröbenzell, near Munich, Germany,
January 13-15, 2012
Hellgardt-Lent & Dagmar Wollenweber
Krummhörn near Emden/Ostfriesland,
Germany, January 13-15, 2012
Petra Pitak & Meggi Erman
Munich, Germany, January 20-22, 2012
Silke Steininger & Martina Kaiser

Zurich, Switzerland, March 2-4, 2012
Rosmarie Lotmar

Albuquerque, New Mexico,
USA, January 20-22, 2012
John McCurdy & Mary Beth Shewan

Mellingen, AG, Switzerland, March 9-11, 2012
Rosmarie Nagila

Lelystad, The Netherlands, January 27-29, 2012
Erno Van Doesselaar & Kata Szénasi

Toms River, New Jersey, USA,
March 20-22, 2012
Angelika Ruppert

Mexico City, Mexico, January 27-29, 2012
Pilar Acevedo & Virgilia Aguirre

ASPECTOLOGY™ SCHOOL
Bruchsal, Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany
January 6-8, 2012 Viola M. Koehler
Munich, Germany, January 20-22, 2012
Angelika Ruppert
Krummhörn near Emden/
Ostfriesland, Germany
January 20-22, 2012 Petra Pitak & Meggi Erman
Zurich, Switzerland, January 27-29, 2012
Rosmarie Lotmar
Near Augsburg, Germany, February 3-5, 2012
Maria Rebhahn
Dolianova near Cagliari, Sardinia,
Italy, March 30 – April 1, 2012
Sandra Heuschmann

Back to Index

Denver, Colorado, USA, January 27-29, 2012
Paul Cook & Heather Teach
Heidelberg, Germany, January 27-29, 2012
Maria Rebhahn & Karin Hoyer
Oxnard, California, USA, January 27-29, 2012
Laurie Hefner & Iwona Wirkus
Tampere, Finland, January 27-29, 2012
Eijamaria Brohom & Reetta Lappalainen
Vienna, Austria, January 27-29, 2012
Marianne Fuerlinger & Heinrich Balatka
Braedstrup, Middle Jutland,
Denmark, February 3-5, 2012
Anne Maribo Andersen & Finn Andersen
Munich, Germany, February 10-12, 2012
Anne Soevang & Angelika Ruppert
Tacoma, Washington, USA, February 10-12, 2012
John McCurdy & Mary Beth Shewan

Continued next page
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SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL, cont’d
Zurich, Switzerland, February 10-12, 2012
Rosmarie Lotmar & Jutta Bosch

Buochs, Nidwalden, Switzerland,
February 17-19, 2012
Sonja J. Müller & Rosmarie Nagila
Fribourg, Switzerland, February 17-19, 2012
Jutta Bosch & Jens Friedrich Mertens

Mondsee near Salzburg, Austria,
February 17-19, 2012
Angelika Ruppert & Sofia Henriques

Sacramento, California, USA, February 17-19, 2012
Laurie Hefner and Iwona Wirkus

Koniz, Berne, Switzerland,
February 17-19, 2012
Heidi Stäheli & Rosmarie Lotmar

Lewes, East Sussex, England, February 24-26, 2012
Nataša Babnik & Edward Sharp

DISCOVERING YOUR PASSION
Heidelberg, Germany, December 28–29, 2011
Presented by certified teacher Maria Rebhahn
Heidelberg, Germany, January 11, January 25,
February 8, 2012 (A three-evening-workshop)
Maria Rebhahn
Ikast, Denmark, February 24-25, 2012
Anne Søvang

teacher training
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TEACHER TRAININGS offered by our Mentor Teachers in various languages around the world

Note: To become a certified Crimson Circle teacher, applicant must have completed desired class as well as Sexual Energies School
SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL

TEACHER TRAINING

Bucharest, Romania, February 9 - 12, 2012
Silvia Marin & Lucieta Gavril
Berlin, Germany, February 11-14, 2012
Sandra Heuschmann and Wolfgang Riedl
Ft. Collins, Colorado, USA, May 1-4, 2012
David McMaster and Patti Severance
Morges (Lonay) near Lausanne and Geneva,
Switzerland, May 17 - 20, 2012
Brise Baulitz & Gerd Heesen - French

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH
TRANSITIONS

DREAMWALKER™ DEATH
TRANSITIONS

Geneva, Switzerland, March 2-5, 2012
Kata Szenasi - English

Bucharest, Romania, March 1 - 4, 2012
Lucieta Gavril & Silvia Marin - English

Berlin, Germany, April 13-16, 2012
Sandra Heuschmann & Wolfgang Riedl - English

Ft. Collins, Colorado, USA , April 3 - 6, 2012
David McMaster and Paul Cook

TEACHER TRAINING

ASPECTOLOGY SCHOOL
TEACHER TRAINING

Berlin, Germany, February 24-26, 2012
Sandra Heuschmann and Wolfgang Riedl

Back to Index
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DA DE ES FI FR GR HU ID IT JP NL NO PL PT RO RU SL SR SV TR
SPECIAL TOPICS
10-10-10 Adamus in Berlin
2011: Intense and Personal
Addictions
Aspectology
The Beauty of Life
Biological Rejuvenation
Body of Consciousness
Chaos
Conspiracies
Dei Un Gnost
Depression
Dreams
Energy In Motion
The Energy of Food
The Energy of Music
The Evolution of Gaia
Fields of Potentials
The High Definition Life
Kuthumi & Adamus in Rome
Mental Imbalance
Mormons & Other Spiritual Families
New Consciousness
The New Earth
New Earth Update
New Energy Business
New Energy Education
On Death & Dying
Out of the Box
Pets
The Quantum Leap
Relationships
Re-Order Your Reality
Reunion
Rising to Freedom
Sacred Geometry
Soul Encounter
Sovereign One
The 13th Strand
Time, Space & Measurement Systems
What Lies Ahead
What on Earth
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DA DE ES FI FR GR HU ID IT JP NL NO PL PT RO RU SL SR SV TR
INTENSIVES
The Alchemy of Light & Dark
Angels & Aliens
Atlantis & the Wound of Isis
Midsummer Conference 2010 - Munich
Moving Stuck Energy
The Oslo Sessions
Sounds of the Soul
Time Travels
Tobias Returns to Israel

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

MUSIC
Seven Seals
Call To Awaken
FREE
Adamus on Japan
Chemia –FREE
Drama - FREE
Do You Remember? –FREE
It Doesn’t Matter
Letter to Awakening Humans - FREE
Sedona Tri-Channel
Silent Prayer –FREE
The Darkness is Your Divinity - FREE
To the Messengers - FREE
Twelve Awakening Signs - FREE
Tobias & Kryon in Madrid - FREE

X
X

PERSONAL STUDY COURSES
Discovering Your Passion
DreamWalker Birth
Expanding Your Intuition
Interdimensional Living
Journey of the Angels
New Energy Synchrotize
Standard Technology
What's Missing?
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